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A warm, if windy and rainy 
welcome to the summer. As the 
year progresses the weather has 
not been as conducive to our 
outdoor pursuits as many of us 
may like. However, that has not 
stopped members getting out 
there and enjoying what the UK 
and the continent has to offer in 
recent months. Hut meets have 
been well attended by a great 
spectrum of the club and have 
involved walking, climbing, road 
and mountain biking and a hot 
tub party. Smaller groups have 
also skied and cycled their way to 
adventures. The recent trip to 
Torridon was once again a great 
success, even if the midges did 
give a us a not so friendly 
welcome to the Highlands. The 
weather was super and the hot tub 
was a novelty to try, although it did run the water supply dry!!! As the longest day beckons and will 
have passed by the time you read this, there are some great hut meets to come in the UK and abroad 
this year yet, as the nights slowly start to draw in. The club is currently in great shape, with a broad 
range of people enjoying an equally broad range of activity level within their chosen sport, but who 
come together to share the experience at the end of a day, particularly on the meets, but also at The 
Plough most Thursday's. This year has not been without sadness for the club, but the spirit of those 
lost and those that remain will ensure that the ethos of The HMC will continue and inspire members 
old and new to keep donning those boots, waterproofs, cycle shorts and climbing harnesses and just 
'get out there and do it!'. Be safe out there and enjoy.

Ian

After our successful Torridon trip, next years spring meet is likely to be Ullapool... interested parties let me 
know. 2017 is along way off I know, but, due to other commitments I wonʼt be organising a summer meet to 
the Alps next year. If anyone would like to organise it, please get in touch.
Ed

The Hot Tub, Torridon.  Harry, Ian, Ed and Sinc with Upper Loch Torridon and Beinn 
Allign in the background and a lot of midges in the foreground.  But see Page 10!
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Following a spate of water logged weekends over the past few months, sunshine and blue skies 
greeted sixteen club members on a recent four  day trip to Little Langdale in the Lake District.
Thursday started with Pete and Brian scrambling on East Rib on Tarn Crag followed by an ascent of 
Jack’s Rake on Pavey Ark, meanwhile others visited the nearby quarries and tunnels before a 
ramble over to High Tilberthwaite and a return past more quarries showing how industrialized this 
area had been.

Thursday:
Pete H & Brian K did some scrambles from the New Dungeon Ghyll on Thursday afternoon, East 

Rib on Tarn Crag (grade 2) followed by Jack's 
Rake on Pavey Ark (grade 1). In view of the 
perfect weather, the day was extended by a 
wander over to Sergeant Man, before descent to 
the NDG Hotel bar for liquid replenishment.

Friday , A brilliant sunny day, without a cloud in 
the sky saw a mass ascent of Bowfell 2670ft.
Leaving the cars 
at The Old 
Dungeon Ghyll 
Pub in Langdale 
the party split 
into two groups 
after ascending 
“The Band,” with 
one going   
straight to the 

summit  and other consisting of Ted, Brian, Pete and Elvyn  
continuing to the Climbers Traverse. Here 
the narrow path was covered in hard ice so Brian and Ted, without 
ice axes, decided discretion was the better part of valour and 
scrambled up the snow and rock to the summit leaving the other 
two to complete the Traverse.
At the summit all were reunited for lunch and then parted once 
again with one group returning to Langdale via Esk Pike and Rossett 
Ghyll and the other taking on Crinkle Crags with its notorious  “Bad 
Step”. From here it on to the top of the Wrynose Pass and the long 
descent back to the cottage in Little Langdale.

Saturday, A frosty but sunny start to the day which soon warmed up.
Pete H, Brian K, Bruce,Elvyn, Gareth & Jo, drove over the Wrynose Pass to Cockley Beck for an 
ascent of Scafell Pike from the south. After an undulating walk in to Great Moss of around five 
kilometres, the hard work began. Having crossed the River Esk, rough, trackless fellside was 
tackled, ascending 400 metres vertically in less than a kilometre. A ridgeline was attained at the 
foot of Rough Crag, a scramble up which was quickly followed by the summit snowfield. The mist 
was just clearing the top on arrival and warm sunshine was enjoyed for the rest of the day. The 

Little Langdale,  March  19/20

One of the giant caverns near Tilberthwaite, 
This was explored later at night after a few drinks!

Brian K...and Ted decide that 
without crampons and axes this 
was the time to turn back

cont next page



summit was crowded as normal for a weekend, although not a 
soul had been encountered on the ascent. The afternoon was 
spent traversing the tops of, & enjoying the photogenic views 
from, Broad Crag, Ill Crag , Great End and Esk Pike. Other 
walkers were again absent on the descent of Esk Pike's long 
south ridge, giving a bird's eye view of the broad dale of 
Lingcove Beck & the west side of Crinkle Crags, over which the 
moon was rising. The beck was forded again, before returning 
down Mosedale to the sound of sheep chasing the farmer 
along the dale for winter feed. 
     
At the same time walks and scrambles were made by the 
remainder of the party taking in the peaks of Pike o Stickle, 
Harrison Stickle, Thuncar Knot and Sergeant Man.

Sunday,  still sunny. While some had to leave for home a large 
party enjoyed stayed taking advantage of the weather with a 
walk from the cottage across Lingmoor Fell to Side Pike, only 
1187ft but enjoyable none the less for a short morning walk, 
made all the more memorable by negotiating  “The Squeeze” a 
six inch gap  in the crag giving access to the summit from the 
south side.

Stoney Middleton  April 9/10

Set within walking distance of the "Edges" and 
even closer to The Moon, this is an excellent 
base for the Dark Peak.
On Friday a rendezvous at the Robin Hood pub 
saw Ted and Carol collect Brian K and travel 
down the valley to the hut and Ed and Sue.
The five took the very muddy footpath over the 
brow of the hill and down to the River Derwent 
and Froggatt village. A steepish ascent through 
the woods brought the party to Froggatt Edge 
for a grandstand view of climbers. Leaving 
them to their gymnastics we continued along 
Curbar Edge to Baslow Edge and to Wellingtons 
monument. Although slightly cloudy good 
views were had of Chatsworth Park our next 
objective. However Baslow village and its ice 
cream shop had to be negotiated and fees 
paid.

Suitably refreshed and chilled we continued 
through the park, following the river, admiring 
the tourists in their sandals and flip flops we 
reached the southern end of the park. Crossing 
the river it was now a gentle climb  to the top  
of the Chatsworth Estate and its ponds and 
reservoirs. Stopping for a short break at the 
Hunting Tower and its canons, more good 
vistas of the house and park were had.
Contouring around the hillside for a mile or so 
we came back to The Robin Hood and Brian's 
car. Five of us piled in for the return to Stoney 
Middleton.
After a meal we all went to The Moon for a pint 
of two as we waited for the workers to join us.

Saturday, now joined by Cookie, Ian and Nettie, 
Sue and Allan.
Heading for the River Derwent again, this time 
avoiding the muddy path headed toward 

Little Langdale (Continued)

The Squeeze



Grindleford and followed the river almost to 
Hathersage, crossing the road avoiding dozens 
of fancy dressed cyclists and headed Highbrow 

Brook and its very muddy and slippery valley.
Eventually climbed up onto the moor and 
headed for 1407ft high Sir William Hill hill. 
(That must be correct, its the name of the hill). 
Headed from here to the plague village of 
Eyam, Cookie had fun taking photos of the 
plague graves while the rest of us got a move 
on, just in case! From here it was downhill back 
to Stoney Middleton and dinner prepared as 
usual by the stalwarts of HMC Catering Corps.

Sunday
Headed for Grindleford station and parked up 
at Upper Padley by the station which is at one 

end of the Totley tunnel, the second longest 
rail tunnel in the UK. Interestingly Sheffield city 
centre is only 7 miles away from here by train.
But we were not there for trains but for a walk 
and what a cracking start to the walk, with sun 
trying to break through the early morning mist, 
this is Padley Gorge a wonderful track through 
the woods and steep narrow valley by the 
Burbage Brook. No not that Burbage, this one is 
pretty. The mist cleared as we came out on to 
the moors and into the warm if not hot 
sunshine and here we walked into Sheffield, not 

the city centre but the Sheffield City boundary 
comes right onto the moors at Toads Mouth, 
no me neither. So now we were in Yorkshire,
 e by gum for a while.
Continued across the moors to Higger Tor, 
Callow bank and Cowper Stone before 
descending and eventually reaching 
Hathersage. Here a few pennies were spent by 
the ladies before the party returned to the River 
Derwent and following some of the previous 
days path before striking uphill and back to the 
Station and its cafe. Chips for some, dieting for 
others!.
Back to the nearby cars, tried to sort out Sue's 
blister on her heel…new boots Ed? before 
home.

Ted

Stoney Middleton continued

Brian K  bouldering!

Girls on top..and Dave.    left Meall Gharbhais. right final summit  of Liathach showing 3000ft descent to Loch Torridon



Capel Curig     May 5th/6th/7th
 
Friday 
The early arrivals, Brian and Phil made the alway exhilarating ascent of the north ridge of Tryfan,
(3010ft)   while Carol and Ted climbed the more remote Cadair Bronwen 2569ft in the Berwyns range.
Sadly your very own member of the gutter press twisted his knee on the descent . Thanks to HMCs 
medical team,  a lot of drugs and even more alcohol he was able to do the rounds of North Wales 
Wales National Trust properties on Saturday missing Saturdays epic walk with Phil.(see below)  Such 
sweet mercies!

Saturday
Brian K, Phil, Kate and Cookie took the bus to Nant Gwynant and 
followed the woodland path before the steep zig zag path to the 
summit of Y Lliwedd, (2946ft). They descended  by the Miners 
Track for coffee at the YHA at Pen y Pass before the uphill Miners 
Path to the eastern end of the Glyders and a descent to rejoin 
everyone else in time for dinner.
HIghlight of the Capel Meet was  Trowie celebrating his 87th year by 
taking Ed, Sue, Ian and Nettie for a stroll up  the 870 metre high Moel 
Siabod in Snowdonia.  Picture left

phil’s review. 
capel curig hut meet; brian k and phil, 
sometimes with sue and kate; 

so!  sandwiches.  the key to 
making a good sandwich is to 
understand that the 2 
elements of a sandwich, the 
bread and the filling, are 
equally important.  so often 
the quality of the bread is not 
given a thought, but good 
quality bread with a taste of its 
own is just as important as top  
quality ingredients for the 
filling.

this principle is just as true 
when sandwiching a long day on the mountains 
between two half days on the hills.  so on friday 
afternoon it was the simple, tasty, rugged 
elegance of the north ridge of tryfan that 
entertained me and brian and had us salivating 
from the start.  the rock was dry and the 
weather just right as we had fun on the rocky 
ascent.

the saturday filling was a little more complex. 
adding zest and unfamiliar flavours to the mix, 
sue and kate joined us, and the driver of the 
bus that took us from pen y pass to the watkin 
path added sweetness by ignoring the bus stop 
and dropping us just opposite the start of the 

path.  we progressed through the moist 
leafiness of the woodland path to the bridge 
over the river and the grassy aromas of the path 
ahead.  the disused slate quarry added a gritty 
texture and the following long, steep, zig-zag 
climb up to the y lliwedd ridge some salt(!).  we 
then dropped down to the miners path and 
enjoyed coffee and tea at the hostel - well, man 
cannot live on sandwiches alone!  dropping 
down to pen y gwryd , with great difficulty we 
decided that, for the time being, we could live 
without alcohol and proceeded up the miners 
path to the eastern end of the glyders, adding 
along the way a perhaps unwelcome muddy 
texture to the fill, a little more grittiness, and a 
taste of lamb marinated in lactic acid - yummy.  
the long ridge down back to capel added little 
interest and was a bit of a slog, but the text from 
the hut telling us we werenʼt going to be too late 
for dinner added thoughts of flavours to come - 
and rhubarb.

what else could we (brian, kate and me) do on 
sunday but complete the sandwich with another 
rocky ascent, this time on siabod.  to be out on 
the rocky climb and the windy top, and take in 
the views over to snowdon was a joy - an 
ingredient all mountain sandwiches should 
have.

from me, thanks to brian, sue and kate for your 
company on the hills, and to the other hutters 
your company indoors.

pic by Trowie



Following an excellent week in Scotland 
the next meet in the Lake District on the 
first day of July saw a  change in the 
weather with rain, clouds and high 
winds.
The accommodation for this weekend 
was the remote Hostel of Black Sail in 
Ennerdale accessible by a two and a half 
mile walk over a mountain pass after 
parking at Gatesgarth, £4 a day for 3 
days!)
Saturday, The weather didn’t deter 
anyone from going out. Brian K, Bruce, 
Kate and Ted went down Ennerdale 
valley sadly losing height before crossing 
the River Liza and ascending to the 
summit of Steeple 2687ft before 
crossing the arete which links it to Scoat 
Fell 2759ft. Lunch in the rain and clag 
was taken before following a wall (with 
the summit cairn of Scoat Fell built on 
top of the wall)  in the direction of Wind 
Gap ,  where Kate was blown off her feet, 
(sorry no picture, this writer was also on 
his knees at this point), and on to Pillar 
2927ft. From here we could see the hostel 
nestling in the valley below and took the 
sensible decision to call it a day and 
descend via Black Sail Pass to a hot drink 
and a change of gear...apart from Brian 
who like Cliff Richard many years ago was 
“Traveling Light”  and had little spare 
gear.
Ted

From Ed
Ewan, Sinc, Nettie, Ian, 
Cookie, Jane, Sue and Ed
Went up Pillar via Black 
Sail pass, high winds, 
and even hail on top in 
our glorious English 
summer.
Trowie & Brian walked in 
lonely Ennerdale, 
crossing paths with a lot 
of Coast to Coasters.
 On their walk out on 
Sunday,  a lot of 
strangers spoke to John 
and egged him on – 
strangely, they all knew 
his name, and even the 
young DofE’rs gave him 
a round of applause.

There is overwhelming support for a return trip 
next year, although summer would be 
preferable next time!

Black Sail YHA  July 2/3

The group and wardens Emily and Henry

A hearty Breakfast for Trowie, the Brians and Sinc
below, Brian K, Kate (Not Geoff’s) and Bruce at the summit of Steeple.

The toilets are outside at 
Black Sail but this  is Ed 
sitting on the chimney pot.



Paris Roubaix – 9th 
April, 2016.

Roger had packed a 
Christmas pudding. In 
the summer it was a 
tea pot and kettle, 
which also came on 
this trip, but only to 
be transported by car. 
I wondered whether 
the pudding was for 
energy supplies or 
part of some sort of 
cushioning device for 
the cobbles of the 

above event. We had 
ridden the route over a couple of days in the 
summer, but this was to all 27 pave sections (30 
miles) set in the 107 mile route, plus 1000 other 
riders.

The organisation of the event was superb, though it 
meant setting off at 4.45am to get to the buses. This 
did allow a bit of school boyish pleasure of riding 
the wrong way around a one-way system without  
lights, gradually being joined by other criminal 
elements. There were 40 buses, each with a box 
trailer capable of carrying at least 30 bikes. First 
problem was that they were not in numerical order, 
but guides and mutual bikie to bikie assistance 
found us aboard.

By the time we had been taken to the start, 
reassembled and checked bikes and queued for the 
loos it was a 7.50 start for us. Cool, but dry with a 
following wind. About 11k in we hit the first piece of 
pave. Chaos.  Rog and I had been before and with a 
bit of commonsense and forethought had had no 
trouble with loose kit. I don’t know what other riders 
expected, but there was a maelstrom of flying 
bottles, spare tubes, energy bars, clothing and other 
stuff including a watch and a multitool.  Fortunately 
nobody came down.

What did bring an big English guy down however was 
a phenomena that was worrying. The youthful locals, 
trying to hold the centre line on the pave, would 
come up close behind, brush past, literally, and then 
cut back in as fast as they could. In the case of the 
English guy they just touched his front wheel. He 
seemed OK.

There is supposed to be a speed, that, when 
achieved, allows you to float over the cobbles. We 
tested this theory on the descent into St Python. As 
Roger described it, his glasses were bouncing up 
and down so fast he couldn’t see, aided by his cap 

slipping down, and everything else vibrating like a 
sowing machine. A bit, I guess, like approaching the 
sound barrier, as portrayed in films of the late 
forties. Needless to say we did not pass into that 
silent realm, and nor did we see anyone else achieve 
it.

On we went. Superbly marshalled and signposted all 
the way. Not closed road, but with priority at all 
junctions. That is except one, where the young 
female marshal was gesticulating wildly and 
screaming abuse into her phone, presumably at an 
errant lover, oblivious to the stream of cyclists 
crossing the main road behind her. She did receive 
plenty of advice, including ‘Ditch him love’ from the 
English contingent; the latter of considerable size; 
literally hundreds of English riders on the road.

The event is organised by a Belgian sports club, so 
feed stations (3) have mountains of waffles together 
with delicious little honey cakes (addiction sets in), 
tubes of honey, bananas, other fruit and energy 
bars. Huge tanks of energy drinks and water. 
Though at one point the guy in front fails to realise 
that a hundred gallon tank is going to generate 
some pressure, so I have my chainset washed with 
Isostar.  I pray it isn’t a degreasing agent as well as a 
drink. 

The Arenbourg Trench was lethal. Big cobbles, still 
slick with damp under the trees, spiced with animal 
dung and full of sliding cyclists. I followed an 
ambulance in to see a guy quivering and twitching  
under a pile of blankets at the side of the trench. 
Fortunately the only section like that.

Apart from that progress is good, particularly on the 
road sections, where groups worked well together, 
especially on the bits where the twists and turns 
bring us head and side winds. Brilliant riding on 
good roads, pleasant scenery and fine company.

At 80 miles I am the victim of a front wheel touch. It 
happens so fast that I hit the cobbles at speed still in 
riding position. The inside of the rib cage feels as if 
hit by a giant bell clapper, however I am able to 
retrieve the bike from the ditch and continue. Later I 
discover an interesting cobble pattern of cuts and 
bruises on the upper arm (thinking of having that 
tattoed back in when they fade), a wrist gouged by 
the watch, a perfect replica of the cross bar on the 
inner thigh and probably some broken ribs. As with 
most sports; adrenalin seems to cover for you to 
finish the event.  Which we did, to conclude with  a 
circuit of the famous velodrome ; this time no 
panniers, so up the banking, beer ,medals and event 
cycle shirts.  The Christmas pudding remains intact; 
possibly to be used on our planned alpine jaunt. 

On yer bike by Dave Gair

Dave on the cobblestones



A near rain free week on our annual week long 
trip to the highlands of Scotland in June.

Staying in a log cabin by the shores of Loch 
Torridon and with views across to the 3000ft 
plus mountains of Beinn Alligin and Liathach, 
we were able to mix activities  with some 
climbing, mountain biking and road biking 
taking in some local classic bike routes.

The first day saw a motley crew  follow yours 
truly  for an ascent of Meall Gharbhais 2882ft, 
from the National Trust Centre by Loch Maree. 
Oops, unfortunately as everyone got suited and 
booed for the walk the rangers at the Info centre 
pointed out we were at the wrong start point, 
only two miles out, so not much wrong there 
then.
Arriving at the right start, Dave D took charge of 
the navigation, it was a marked route up the hill, 
with steps cut out of the rock to make it easy, 
however the guide book gave four hours for the 

route to the  summit...and back???? That was 
never going to happen and there was some 
rebellion in the ranks as we pressed onwards in 
what was becoming a very hot day. We reached 
Lunar Loch, honest thats what its called, 
reminding us that  most of us had been to The 
Moon  a few months earlier. We were nowhere 
near the top and the way ahead was steep but 
we all pressed on except for Ed and Ian who 
were happy to watch as their wives clambered 
up the near vertical hill with Ted, Carol, and Dave 
D  Finally reached the ridge and ambled across 
to the summit, fantastics views in all directions 
especially of Beinn Eighe. With Dave leading we 
made our way around the hill and soon arrived 

back at the Lunar Loch. Ed and Ian were missing 
so we took the marked path  now on its 
downward leg to the car park.
There to our surprise and indeed relief were the 
missing men, but an even better surprise was 
that they had driven back to the shop and bought 
us all cold drinks. Such a welcome. Everything 
we said about you, we take back.
Perhaps we should have an award for “good 
deeds” like a reversed “Tat” which would make it 
a “taT”. A good day.

The classic ascent of what is called Scotlandʼ 
finest mountain, Liathach 3461ft, starts by 

finding the right place to park, sadly for the 
second time we failed to find the start point along 
with another group so had to drive up the 
Torridon Road for another mile before turning 
back to start, this was after leaving one car at 
one end 

Torridon  

, 
Ed, Sinc and Dave D 
on a rocky bit of Liathach

Our neighbour outside the Log House

Sue,Jane and Carol on the steep ascent of Meall Gharbhais, Slioch 
and Loch Maree in the background.



for the finish and finding that there was no room 
for Stacey, who was bundled into the boot.
At the end it was found out that the finish point 
was another mile up the road.  So much for map 
reading.

Finally started with the  2000ft steep climb to the 
belach and into the clag before the exposed walk 
and scramble up and down the ridge. All turned 
east to bag the munro  “top” of Bidein Toll a 
Mhuic  except Ted and Carol, who had done the 
ridge 35 years: before going west for the two 
munro summits of Spidean Choire Leith and 
Mullach  an Rathain. 

The Am Fasarinen Pinnacles were avoided by 
taking the very exposed path at the side.
Most of this was  done in mist, hiding the 1000 
foot drops either side. The final descent down the 
screes was not much fun but now it was very 
sunny and warm. A nice touch at the roadside 

was that the 
group we had 
met 7 hours ago 
at the start gave 
Ian a lift back his 
car so avoiding 
the walk back to 
the cars.

An exhilarating 
and long day for  
Ed, Ian, Nettie, 
Sinc, Caroline, 
Dave, Ted, 
Carol, Jane, 
Claire, Stacey

Diabaig

A lower level walk  to the remote settlement of 
Diabaig, most of the route could be seen across 
loch Torridon.
 Sinc and Carolyn opted to be  the “support party” 
in their car.
This is a  low level “book route” starting at 
Inveralligin. Low level it might be but the ups and 
downs and narrow paths following the coast 
made it seem a proper mountain day. Met the 
support party  coming the other way towards the 
end and we all descended the steep 
hillside...complete with a rope for  a tricky bit to 
arrive at  Diabaig to find a new cafe where ice 
creams were the order of the day. Not only that 
but the support party took the drivers back to the 
cars.
Another good day despite the low cloud.

Narrow path with steep (1000ft) drop to one side avoiding the Pinnacles and the summit of Spidean Choire Leith

Torridon continued

Bottom left, Sue needs some help from Jane on an awkward 
slab on the Diabaig route, above the steep descent to 
Diabaig



For the climbers, Stacey and Claire completed 
several climbs including the 840ft “Hamiltons 
Route” on Triple Buttress, a thirteen hour climb 
including the walk in and walk out. The pair also 
climbed “Bumbleone” on Sgurr A Chaorachain 
and Sword of Gideon,where on  the latter they 
en-counted heavy rain while the rest of the party 
enjoyed a dry day only a few  miles away on the 
coastal walk to the remote village of Diabeg.

Biking
Carolyn and Sinc cycled one of the classic rides 
in Britain the ascent of the Belach na Ba, the 
route starts at sea level and climbs 2000ft without 
a break and of course 2000ft down the other 
side. a 45 mile route in total.

At the same time Harry took Bev on a bike ride 
somewhere, at least thats what he said!

Dave D took his mountain bike on the  circuit of 
Beinn Dahm.

More munros  climbed during the week included, 
Ruadh stac Mor, Spidean Coire nan Clac, on 
Beinn Eighe, by Dave D,  Maol Chean-dearg on 
the Torridon Estate by Carol and Ted who also 
climbed Ben Wyvis and Beinn Dearg (near 
Ullapool) where they had a close encounter of a 
strange kind, see “over the Garden Wall” 

More Torridon

Stacey makes himself cosy in the boot.

Water Water Everywhere but not a drop to drink, or wash or flush.....

The Log House on the Torridon estate is surrounded by water. 
In front, Loch Torridon, a sea loch, in principle the worlds 
entire supply of water is there. Behind the house is Loch 
Damh, several miles long, half a mile wide and indeterminate 
depth. 
We ran out of water!
And several of the ladies were mid shower covered in soap 
suds, others were waiting for their turn you know where and 
the kitchen staff aka HMC catering Corps were waiting to 
cook.
But the taps turned dry.
Frantic calls (mobile phone reception is very good) to the 
Estate manager, but he is also the local fireman so was 
unavailable for hours. Eventually he arrived full of apologies, 
and later  that night brought drinking water and promised 
that the tank up at the roadside would be filled overnight. 
Don’t ask how.

You will note that at no point in this story have I mentioned 
THE HOT TUB, full of midge repelling men and later women,  
and gallons and gallons and gallons  of H2O, hot H2O at that. 
It had taken hours to fill, it was soon being emptied as the 
need to flush loos was imperative.

The next day the supply was back to normal and the 
remnants of the water in the tub were used for now very 
shallow quick dips.

PS   I have the underwater pictures...any offers?2
Ted

Toilet Duck Dave?



Polaris
 

Polaris be our guide
Orion’s sword, our protection
Winter axe sleeps in my hand

With Thor's hammer by your side
Andromeda won't let us age

 
Aurora’s tail sweeps heaven sense
Preserving hope faint innocence

Cold soul yearns for the sun
Perfect skin forever young

 
Seeking solace in high places

To face the void
Worship in the windswept spaces

Feeling alive
Knowing joy in upturned faces

 
Sprits soar we leave the trail

To struggle and to strive
Just feel alive

Knowing we could never fail
Sure fates hand would prevail

 
Wall of sound

Rush like thunder
Wall of sound

Taking you under
Wall of sound

It’s taking me under
 

Polaris be our guide
Orion’s sword, our protection
Winter axe sleeps in my hand

With Thor's hammer by your side
Andromeda won't let us age

 
Aurora’s tail sweeps heaven sense
Preserving hope faint innocence

Cold soul yearns for the sun
Perfect skin forever young

 
We are together

Spinning in the dark
Bathed in celestial light

Tumbling through forever
You're just out of reach
Always out of my reach

 
I dream of you

In the days before
Dancing in the meadows

I dream of you
In the days before

Smiling in the shadows
 

Odin’s Ravens seek us
Kelpies dance upon the spray
The Crows shall not find us
Snow hides us safe away

 
Polaris be our guide

Orion’s sword, our protection
Winter axe sleeps in my hand

With Thor's hammer by your side
Andromeda won't let us age

 
Aurora’s tail sweeps heaven sense
Preserving hope faint innocence

Cold soul yearns for the sun
Perfect skin forever young

 
Vernal days longer now
Break winters iron grip

Feeds cold the river bow
Our bodies given up

 
In silence now they come for us

Sweet chariot swings on low
Broken now with news of us
We’ll soon be carried home

 
Spring blooms upon the grave

We're resting in the glen
Forever to be with you

Now safe beneath the Ben
 

Polaris be our guide
Orion’s sword, our protection
Winter axe sleeps in my hand

With Thor's hammer by your side
Andromeda won't let us age

 
Aurora’s tail sweeps heaven sense
Preserving hope faint innocence

Cold soul yearns for the sun

The following poem/lyrics were inspired by recent tragic events and written with the greatest of respect 
to both those directly and indirectly affected. 
Dedicated to the memory of Tim Newton and Rachel Slater

Andy Sinclair

Sixteen  past and present members of the club attended the packed St Johns Church in Hinckley for a memorial service for former 
Tim Newton and his girl friend Rachel.
The club  have donated £500 to the Lochaber (Ben Nevis) Mountain Rescue team who spent several weeks searching the 
mountain.



Over the Garden Wall

Wed May 11th
 The Red Lion at Huncote was the venue for the annual skittles 
match with Rugby Mountaineering Club which was won by 
Hinckley at the well attended event which included supper.

Wednesday Night Rambles organised by Ed have been popular with a 
few stalwarts, striding around the Warwickshire and Leicestershire 
Countrysides. Oddly they all seem to have stated and finished at a pub. 

A lost sole, Elvyn rues taking his old...very 
old boots to the Little Langdale Meet. 
Gaffer tape saved his sole. Note the Ice 
Axe. 

Five hundred and nine munros and munro tops, depending on the current 
whiskey intake of SMC surveyors so who did Ted and Carol meet on the slopes 
of Beinn Dearg near Ullapool but Phil Hill. Needless to say he had already done 
three munros as we headed to do the one.
We were to meet up again at the Torridon Meet, 50 miles and three days away.

Oyster Catcher? Sea Food Restaurant at Shieldaig, Torridon Meet.

Beer at Black Sail YHA, £3.50 a bottle, same 
as the pub and its all brought up the track 
by Land Rover. Red and White also on sale.



PRESIDENTS MEET 7/8 October 2016
THE PEAK CENTRE, EDALE

Cost will be £45 for the weekend payable in advance (cheques made payable to D 
GAIR) – and this includes

two nights accommodation, snacks etc Fri night
and the 3-course dinner on Saturday evening.

No sleeping bags needed - plenty of small dorms.
 
 

MENU
Please tick your choices and pass to Dave Gair

 
 

Leek & Potato Soup !
Trio of Melon  !

               Mozzarella & Avocado topped with Garlic Mushrooms      topped with a Rocket Salad  
!

 
                             Traditional Steak & Ale Pie !

Stuffed Chicken Breast with Spinach, Parmesan & Pine Nuts !
Leek Tart & Roasted Red Pepper Sauce ! (v)

 
All served with roast potatoes & vegetables etc

 
 

Apple Crumble !
Netties Lemon & Ginger Crust !

Cheese Board   
 

Wine:
Red
 White
 
 
 

NAME(S) ……………………………………
                ……………………………………

 
Return by 30/9/2016

 

 



 Most huts are heated and where possible, ladies have a room to 
themselves.
Please note that most of the properties are mountaineering club 
huts and not Holiday Cottages. Some are suitable for family 
groups, some are not. Check with Ed on this one.
Be Green.. try and share cars,  again check with Ed to see who is 
going.
And don’t forget the earplugs...or an iPod

Hinckley Mountaineering Club
Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council

The Plough
Leicester Road

Hinckley

Every Thursday 9.00pm

hinckleymountaineering@hotmail.com
www.hinckleymc.org

Go to the web site to check the Forum

OUTSIDENOW! contributions to
tedcotttrell@mac.com

Meets

!In addition to the monthly meets, There are a range of 
activities including climbing, walking and mountain biking, all 
arranged on an ad-hoc basic at the The New Plough Pub on 
Thursday evenings or on the club Forum. And don’t forget the 
“Saga Louts” for midweek walking.
To book a hut, contact Ed on 01455 274174 and pay a deposit 
of £5.
Huts
Unless told otherwise, you will need a sleeping bag and food 
for the weekend and your kit. All huts and hostels have 
cooking facilities although some members use the local 
hostelry. All huts have showers with the exception of one, 

Kit.

If you need to borrow kit, the club has some harnesses, 
crampons, ice axes and helmets. Members of this club are 
renowned for hanging on to kit, sacs, waterproofs and even 
boots. Ask!

Email: inedwards@hotmail.com
Tel: 01455 274174

 DATES FOR YOUR DIARY    

!
! !
Aug 26   Stanage

Sept 2    Coniston

Oct   7  Presidents Meet, Edale

Nov  11   Trecastle

Dec 2        Ingleton  

Also on their bikes, during May a group went up to Ashbourne and nearly took part in the Ashbourne Triathlon 
but being forwarned..just....cleverly avoided all that swimming and running and just rode up the Tissington Trail, 
stopped for some liquid refreshment at the Royal Oak and cycled back to Ashbourne. About 30 miles.

Also in the saddle, Mark H biked from Quorn to Bruges in aid of Leicestershire Air Ambulance and BHF to raise 
money for Defibrillators in schools. 250 miles.http://m.virginmoneygiving.com/mt/uk.virginmoneygiving.com/
fundraiser-web/fundraiser/showFundraiserProfilePage.action?
userUrl=RawlinsCyclingForMohammed&un_jtt_redirect 
We are short of our target. If you can donate please do so. Thank you if you already have  Mark H.

Ted also thanks those who sponsored him on his charity bike ride from London to Paris in aid of schools in 
Zambia.

Sinc on a summer walk at the Black Sail Meet
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